Celebrity
News:
Scarlett
Johansson & Colin Jost Get
Cozy in the Hamptons with His
Family
By Marissa Donovan
In celebrity news, sparks have been flying between Scarlett
Johansson and Colin Jost! According to UsMagazine.com, the
two were recently seen kissing on Ditch Plains Beach in
Montauk, New York, while on a double date with Jost’s brother
and sister-in-law. The celebrity couple is not shy about their
relationship and have been very flirty since Johansson was a
guest host on Saturday Night Live back in May. Although
Johansson has been rumored to be dating lawyer Kevin Yorn, she
seems to be more interested in the humorous Weekend Update coanchor.

In celebrity news, this pair proves
that family is super important!
What are some ways to make a good
impression
on
your
partner’s
family?
Cupid’s Advice:
First impressions are crucial when it comes to meeting your
partner’s parents. Check out these tips for how to get on
their good side:

1. Bring a gift: Ask your partner what their family is
interested in and base your gift purchase around that idea. If
their family loves a certain sports team, buy a large popcorn
bowl with the team’s logo. Small gestures always set the tone
for a great first impression.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Scarlett Johansson Attends Event
with Romain Dauriac Amid Divorce
2. Take interest and ask appropriate questions: Really get to
know your partner’s family by listening to stories and taking
an interest in items they own. Ask your partner first if there
are any family skeletons you should avoid bringing up in
conversation. It will save you from awkward silences!
Related Link: Relationship Advice: What To Do If Your
Partner’s Family Doesn’t Like You
3. Give extra attention to children in the family: Take time
out to know the kids at your partner’s family gathering. Your
partner and their family will appreciate your effort. Having a
connection with children will make you family oriented in
their eyes!
What are some good first impression tips for meeting a
partner’s family? Give us your dating advice in the comments!

